Studies on forest damage generally cannot be carried out by common regression models, for two main reasons: Firstly, the response variable, damage state of trees, is usually observed in ordered categories. Secondly, responses are often correlated, either serially, as in a longitudinal study, or spatially, as in the application of this paper, where neighbourhood interactions exist between damage states of spruces determined from aerial pictures. Thus so-called marginal regression models for ordinal responses, taking into account dependence among observations, are appropriate for correct inference. To this end we extend the binary models of Liang and Zeger (1986) and develop an ordinal GEEI model, based on parametrizing association by global crossratios. The methods are applied to data from a survey conducted in Southern Germany. Due to the survey design, responses must be assumed to be spatially correlated. The results show that the proposed ordinal marginal regression models provide appropriate tools for analysing the influence of covariates, that characterize the stand, on the damage state of spruce.
Introduction
In forest damage surveys the state of trees, for example the degree of defoliation, is usually measured in ordered categories ranging from 'no damage' to 'very strong damage'. To analyse the influence of covariates such as site, age or mixture of stand on damage state, regression models for ordinal response are a natural choice, see for example Kublin (1987) . However, many forest damage surveys are conducted in such a way that direct application of common ordinal regression models, for example cumulative logit regression models, is questionable since they rely on the basic assumption of independent observations. A typical survey of this kind arises in the specific application of this paper. First, a grid with rectangular meshes is placed over a map of the survey area, and then, for each grid point, damage states and covariates of a fixed number of trees next to the grid point are measured, using coloured infra-red aerial pictures taken from helicopters. Due to neighbouring effects, observations among trees within each of these clusters around the grid points will often be spatially correlated and cannot be assumed to be independent.
Another typical situation with independent data is a longitudinal study where observations on a sample of trees are made repeatedly over successive years. Again, repeated measurements for each tree form a cluster of observations, correlated over time.
For a correct analysis we have to take into account statistical dependence among observations within clusters. A variety of methods, mostly for regression with binary response, has been recently proposed and developed, ranging from the first generalized estimating approach of Liang and Zeger (1986) to full likelihood analyses (Molenberghs and Lesaffre, 1994) . Reviews are given in Liang et al. (1992) , Diggle et al. (1994) , and Fahrmeir and Tutz (1994, Ch. 3 and Ch. 6) .
As in the application of this paper, the influence of covariates on the marginal probabilities of response categories, for example damage states, is often of prime interest, whereas dependence is regarded only as a nuisance. Then the so-called GEE1 approach is a good choice, since only marginal regression relationships have to be specified correctly to obtain reasonable results. If joint modelling of marginal probabilities and of association, for example neighbouring effects, is of interest, then. the GEE2 approach or full likelihood models are appropriate. However, these methods require that two-way and higher-order associations are correctly specified, otherwise inference on marginal effects can be severely biased. For the forest damage survey considered here, analysis of the influence of covariates on damage state is a primary goal. Also there is too little information in the data for correct specification of dependence. Therefore we rely on the GEE1 approach.
The purpose of our paper is two-fold. Firstly, for the survey described in more detail in Section 2, we aim at providing a reliable analysis of the influence of covariates, mainly characterizing the stand of trees, on damage state. Secondly, for this aim, we extend in Section 3 Liang and Zeger's (1986) original proposal to ordinal responses and develop an ordinal marginal regression model based on parametrizing dependence by global cross-ratios (Dale, 1986) . For binary responses the latter model reduces to the well-known odds ratio parametrization (Lipsitz et al., 1991) . Closely related GEE approaches for ordinal data have been developed recently by Heagarty and Zeger (1996) in a longitudinal context. The correlation parametrization for ordinal models (Miller et al., 1993) turned out to be less useful, at least for our particular data set, since it led to numerical problems, such as non-convergence. Section 4 describes the analysis of forest damage data carried out with the methods of Section 3. The results show that ordinal GEE1 methods provide reasonable and consistent estimates of covariate effects, while naive application of common ordinal response models based on independence can lead to erroneous inference.
Survey and data description
This section provides some details on the forest damage survey together with a description and preliminary exploratory analysis of the data. Additional information is contained in M6ssmer et al. (1992) . The survey was conducted in the forest district of Flossenbtirg in the north-eastern part of Bavaria. A primary goal was to get information about damage state of spruce, the nominating tree species in this area, and the influence of other variates on it. To determine damage state, infra-red coloured aerial pictures of the area were taken from helicopters, and the degree of defoliation of treetops was used as an indicator of damage state. On infra-red coloured pictures healthy green tops without defoliation have an intensive red colour, while strongly damaged trees appear without any red colouring. In this way damage state was classified into five categories, as indicated in Fig. 2 .
A sample of spruce trees was obtained in the following way: Aerial pictures were related to a digital terrain model with a 250 x 250 m grid, see Fig. 1 . Taking grid points as primary units, damage state of the eight spruce trees next to a grid point was determined. The whole data set of the survey consists of clusters with eight trees for each of 771 grid points, giving a total sample of 6168 trees.
For regression analysis the response variable damage (D) was further condensed into three ordered categories: strong, distinct and light. Fig. 2 shows corresponding relative frequencies in In a preliminary variable selection (Pritscher, 1992 ) the following covariates turned out to be the most influential: C Canopy density: very low (1), low (2), medium (3), high (4). M Mixture of stand: coniferous (1) or mixed (2). U Utilization method: second commercial thinning (1), first commercial thinning (2), precommercial thinning (3). This variable can be considered as a surrogate for tree stand age, since utilization methods change with age. S Site: bedrock or non-fertile granite weathering (1), fertile granite weathering (2), gneiss weathering (3), soil with water surplus (4). A Altitude: 500-600m (1), 601-650m (2), 651-700m (3), 701-750m (4), 751-900m (5). In addition to the main effects of the covariates, it is reasonable to consider possible interaction effects, for example between utilization method and canopy density or site and altitude.
To get some insight into the influence of covariates, conditional rela[ive frequencies of damage classes given the categories of covariates are displayed in Figs 3-5. In Fig. 3 frequencies of distinctly or strongly damaged trees decrease with increasing canopy density. Figure 4 exhibits the expected dependence on utilization method as an indicator of age: Distinct and strong damage increases with age. Figure 5 shows relative frequencies of damage classes conditioned by interaction categories of canopy density and utilization method, providing evidence that it is reasonable to include interaction effects in regression analyses. For example, while precommercial thinning in high canopy stands increases the tendency for only mild damage, there is an inverse tendency for first commercial thinning. Further bivariate descriptive statistics describing the association between damage and covariates are found in M6ssmer et al. (1991) .
As discussed in the introduction, common ordinal regression, based on the assumption of independent observations, is not appropriate for the survey at hand. Since covariates are constant within clusters and do not contain tree-specific information, correlations among trees of the same cluster are very likely. This has already been pointed out by Kublin (1987) and Quednau (1989) . To account for that, we will apply marginal ordinal regression models developed in the next section for analysing the data. In this section we consider a data situation as in the forest damage survey. Suppose a study has been conducted with I clusters as primary units. In each cluster i = 1,..., I ordinal responses Y/j with q + 1 categories together with discrete or continuous covariates x 0. are observed for ni subjects within cluster i. For simplicity we will assume equal cluster sizes n i = n. Covariates may be subjectspecific or may be constant within clusters, i. 
for some suitable link function g, ordered threshold parameters 01 < ... < Oq and a vector 7 of covariate effects. In our application we will use a logit link, implying proportional odds pr(Y~ < rlx/j) _ exp(0r + x~. 7) = exp(0r) exp(x~ 7) (2) pr (Yq > rlxo. ) This and other ordinal response models are discussed in more detail in Fahrmeir and Tutz (1994, Ch. 3) For the following it is convenient to represent Yi ~ as a vector yi ~ = (y!i) ,y!/) Heagarty and Zeger (1996) ). The matrix Vi need not be equal to the true covariance matrix of the responses and can be modelled in a variety of ways. Our analyses will be based on the working assumptions of independence or exchangeable correlations, both direct extensions of the Liang and Zeger (1986) approach, already used in Pritscher et al. (1994) , and on a new GEE1 method, where global crossratios as in Dale (1986) together with a second estimating equation are used to model Vi and to estimate it simultaneously with/3. Let E/2 = diag(Tr/2) -%-7r/~-denote the covariance matrix for y~ and define
The simplest choice for the working covariance matrix is Vi = ~i (4) corresponding to the working independence assumption. The estimate/31eE solving (3) is consistent and asymptotically normal under regularity assumptions ~lee a N(/3, AIEE)
with the 'sandwich' matrix AIEE ----F-1HF -l, where
If the compponents Y/2 ofyi are indeed independent, then Vi = cov(yi), and Alee = F -1 is the usual 'naive' asymptotic covariance matrix of the maximum likelihood estimate. The working matrix for exchangeable correlations is 
The q x q-matrix Q is generally unknown and is estimated by a method of moments, involving Pearson residuals, simultaneously with /3 as in the binary case. Details are given in Pritscher (1992) . The estimate Jaee is again consistent and asymptotically normal as in (5), however with Vi replaced by where R is obtained by replacing Q by the estimate Q. Instead of using Pearson residuals to estimate Q, equation (3) can be augmented by a second GEE involving second-order moments of the observations (see for example Liang et al. (1992) ). However, if second-order moments are directly parametrized, this approach implies undesirable restrictions on correlations. Therefore we extend the GEE1 method with odds ratio parametrization (Lipsitz et al., 1991) to ordinal responses, using global cross-ratios (Dale, 1986) as measures for association. A closely related GEE 1 approach, based on a somewhat different parametrization, has been developed independently in the recent work of Heagarty and Zeger (1996) .
Consider two ordinal responses Yij, Yik in the same cluster. For each pair of categories l and m of Y/j and Yik, the global cross-ratio (GCR), given the covariate xi, is defined as
The bivariate cumulative probability function Fj(i)(l,m) = pr(Y/j <_ l, Yik <--mix/) of Yij, Yik 
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l, krn jl km / --7"(jl 7rkm for observations {Y)/),-~km' (i)'tj in cluster i. The matrix Ci is the Jacobian Oui/Oa, obtained from inserting (9), (10) in (12) and differentiating with respect to c~. The matrix Ui is a further working covariance matrix, now for the 'observations' w i. For the GEE1 approach the following two simple diagonal specifications are useful: As in the binary case (Prentice, 1988 ) the simplest choice is the identity matrix specification
Another choice is (var(wg, km)t,m=l,...,q,j<k=l,...,~) 
where
The parameters a and/3 are computed by a (quasi-) Fisher scoring algorithm, switching between the iterations ).
Under regularity assumptions/36cR is consistent and asymptotically normal as in (5) if marginal probabilities are correctly specified, i.e. indeed E(yi) = 7ri with 7r i as in (1) or (2). As can be shown by asymptotic theory for misspecified models (see for example Fahrmeir, 1990) , it does not matter whether the model for wi is correct, i.e. whether E(wi) : ~/holds or not. This is the main advantage of the GEE1 method if one is only interested in correct inference on covariate effects for marginal probabilities.
Application to forest damage study of Flossenb0rg
To analyse the data of the survey described in Section 2, we assumed a cumulative model (1), with q = 2 relevant categories for the marginal probabilities of light or distinct damage D. In addition to the thresholds 01,02, the model includes five main effects (canopy density C, mixture of stand M, utilization method U, site S and altitude A) given in effect coding, and some interaction terms like C, A for interactions between C and A. For each covariate, the last category is taken as the reference category. In the working correlation matrix (6) for exchangeable association, Q is a 2 x 2 matrix with four unknown elements qll,q12,~l~l,q22. Correspondingly, cross-ratios are parametrized by log ¢~)(l, m) = aim , I, m = 1,2, i.e. ¢)~)(1, m) = ~b(l, m) is constant for each pair of observations within each cluster. No covariate effects 7jk are included, since covariates give no information on association in our application. Note however that working covariances
7rji 7Fkm and working correlations depend on cluster i through Table 1 gives parameter estimates and standard errors for the independence model, the exchangeable correlation model and the global cross-ratio model. Additionally, naive standard errors, corresponding to unmodified maximum likelihood estimation for the independence model are given in the second column. Estimates for other interaction effects have been omitted since they turned out to be nonsignificant.
Comparison of results
Since IEE and ML equations, based on independent observations, are identical, point estimates/3~Ee and ML estimates are identical (column 1).
Comparing, however, naive standard errors obtained from unmodified ML estimation to robust standard errors, we see that naive standard errors are distinctly smaller. Therefore naive ML estimation will lead to overinterpretation of results. In particular, the interactions effects, mixture of stands • altitude and site, altitude, would be falsely considered as significant. Therefore they are omitted from Table 1 . Parameter estimates obtained from the GEE model with exchangeable correlations (6) are smaller in absolute value. Standard errors are smaller than for the IEE model, but still mostly larger than naive standard errors, leading to similar conclusions for significance or nonsignificance of effects. In contrast to the IEE model however, we encountered problems of convergence in the estimation procedure due to large estimates of Q in (6) during iterations: Large estimates of correlations in Q violate restrictions imposed on correlations by the model assumptions, see for example Liang et al. (1992) , and as a consequence the working covariance matrix may become singular or even nonnegative definite. These convergence problems can be overcome by resetting Q := Q/c for some chosen constant c > 1, e.g. c = 3 in our application. Note that this does not affect consistency and asymptotic normality of/3cEe, but efficiency, since one gets nearer to the working independence assumption.
Such convergence problems can be largely avoided by global cross-ratio modelling, at least with the choice Ui = ! for the second GEE as used here. We had similar experience with other data sets (Spatz, 1995) . Parameter estimates are often quite near to those for the exchangeable correlation model, while standard errors are higher, but still smaller than for the IEE model due to improved efficiency.
In this application, all three models lead to very similar conclusions (see next section). Both the IEE and the exchangeable correlation model are simple to implement, results from the global crossratio model are more reliable due to higher efficiency and lack of convergence problems.
Interpretation of effects
Due to effect coding, parameter estimates for the categories of each covariate sum up to zero. High (positive) values indicate a positive influence on minor damage, while low (negative) values show a positive influence on damage. Mixture of stand. In the particular survey area, the probability for low damage is significantly higher for coniferous stands compared to mixed stands. For example, the estimated effect of 0.101 in the cross-ratio model leads to an odds ratio increase of 1.1 = exp(1.01) for low damage in coniferous stands. Site. As to be expected, soil with water surplus is significantly beneficial for low damage of spruce. There is no significant difference between the influence of the remaining categories of site. Altitude. Altitudes below 600m are most favourable, probability of high damage increases significantly above 750 m. Other altitudes have no significant influence. Utilization method. The main effect of utilization shows that stands with second commercial thinning corresponding to higher age, have a dearly higher proportion of damaged spruce. Although the difference between first and precommercial thinning is not significant, there is evidence of increasing damage with an increase of age. Canopy density. Stands with very low density have distinctly increased probability for high damage, while medium canopy density is clearly beneficial. Utilization method • Canopy density. Since there are significant interactions between categories of utilization method and canopy density, main and interaction effects should be interpreted together by adding them up. For example, stands with precommercial thinning with high or medium canopy density have a clearly lower probability of damage than indicated by the main effect alone. On the other side, the rather rare combination of precommercial thinning and very low canopy density is very unfavourable. In contrast, stands of higher age (first and second commercial thinning) are less affected by very low canopy density. Going through the other interactions, one may summarize as follows: Lower canopy density becomes more favourable with increasing age.
Conclusions
Marginal models for ordinal responses provide a useful tool for regression analyses in surveys where dependence among trees in clusters or plots has to be expected. If dependence is not of interest in itself, but is only regarded as a nuisance, the IEE method and the cross-ratio GEE1 method developed in this paper are particularly recommended, the former because of simplicity and the latter because of increased efficiency and reliability. The approach can also be applied to longitudinal data, and extensions to other settings, for example mixed discrete-continuous responses, should be of interest for future research.
